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Aquage transforming paste 4.6 oz

Image not available kolors: 0671570114130, 06965346963470671570114130, 0696534696347 This product does not belong on this page. Thanks, we'll look into it. Powerful texturizing product combines the elasticity of wax with a load of hairscarry. A non-greasy, sticky formula allows you to direct the hair with your
fingers to create a long-lasting texture with a satin finish. Benefits: Turns hands in the ultimate texturizing tool creates hold and texture while providing long-lasting style preservation, however retains strand flexibility When using: Use on dry hair that is styled with Aquage style product. After you achieve the desired base of
style, this product creates separation and random texture. Can be used on wet hair for short styles. How to use: Make sure the product is carefully emulsed in the palms and between your fingers and run your hands through the hair. Re-apply until the desired texture level is reached. For maximum randomness,
separation, and definition, turn your head upside down and dry it with an impact dryer set on high heat and high air flow to stimulate directions to form and create maximum texture. On wet hair, allow the hair to dry naturally or tousle dry with your fingers and blow dryer to create maximum separation and randomness.
How much to use: Paste transformation is a powerful product, so apply a pea size increase and reuse as needed. Orders received before noon ET, Mon. Standard Shipping (2-6 days): Flat rate $6.95 for any purchase under $55.00. Delivery is made by the USPS. UPS Ground (1-5 business days): Flat rate $10 for any
purchase below $55.00. Orders between $55 and $100 this is a $3.00 Upgrade. Orders over $100 receive FREE UPS Ground Shipping. Day 2 Air (2 working days): The shipping rate is calculated based on weight and location. Day-ahead Air (1 Business Day): The delivery rate is calculated based on weight and location.
Saturday delivery is available at an additional cost and must be requested by e-mail upon arrival. Delivery to the military, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Alaska and other areas is subject to additional shipping fees. Charges are provided at check-out. International Shipping please find the price checkout. Return: Return is accepted
within 30 days of purchase. Before returning, you must first contact us for a return permission number. Unauthorized returns will be refused. Refunds may be obtained within 30 days of purchase for any unused goods, except electrical appliances, in its original state of purchase and packaging. Image Beauty does not
provide compensation for electrical appliances (blow dryers, flat irons, etc.). Devices are eligible for a store credit in the form of a gift card or exchange only 30 after purchase. Used, if it is still may be returned for exchange or credit within 30 days of purchase. We do not accept returning to used hair dyes or personal
things such as hair brushes, hair ornaments, hair extensions, accessories, nail cutting and more. Please see our entire send and return policy here There was an error processing your request. An error occurred while processing your request. Rated 4.04 from 5 stars25 ReviewsCompative Useful Positive ReviewI've been
using this for years for my very short curly staightened hair. This gives a great texturizing hold. I prefer a short spikey texture like Halle Berry in short styles. My salon used to make this product, which they always update and remove products from the shelf. Too bad... this one will never leave ... because they have found
nothing that works better. Thanks ULTA for continuing to take it! Nothing else performs and stays all day. The most useful Critical ReviewUnsuccessfully I've tried this every way you can... a little, a lot, rubbed it vigorously in my hands, gently rubbed it with your fingers, it does not matter. When piecing my short blown dry
and curled-styled hair, it pulls out the style and makes my hair flop. It's like I took my finger and stroked sticky water on my hair to undo my style and then have lifeless hair. My daughter bought this at a hair salon, but gave it to me because she said she didn't know it and couldn't use it. I don't and can't either. I have no
idea how reviewers love this horrible stuff. I'd give it less than one star if I could. Review 25 clients5Bustergirl from Davenport IAUse it after curling my hair, use pea size sum style, keeps big and doesn't make your hair sticky. Not what is pictured!!! 1Sara from NebraskaThis is not what you get when you order this
product. You will get it to squeeze the tube. The product does not come out itself! I looked all over to find this product in the package that is pictured. I was excited to find it here, but was so disappointed when I got something completely different. I wouldn't have ordered it if I had known it would compress the tube. Don't
buy this product unless you want tube1Becca from Chambersburg PaI ordered this product for my aunt and she was very upset when she opened the box and found the tube instead of the pump. She claimed that when she bought the pump it was thicker and a year ago the used tube and tube were not as thick and did
not hold her hair like it would be a pump. I'm very upset because I have confidence in Ulta but the images have to be updated. The pump image is very misleading. I didn't send it anymore!1Free from Iowa sent this back. I wanted to pump the bottle that is pictured and I was sent to squeeze the tube! Very disappointed!
The picture needs to be changed to go with the order, it's misleading.i love this product!5Kimmy from Cleveland, Ohioi love product, which is about years and I have been using it for years! great to hold exactly where it is needed! Recommending men5Caden G from Wichita KansasI is a lot of odd natural cow licks on my
hair, and this paste is the best product I've found that masks them, but also not just sticking my hair together like glue. Not all that big2Jessi from AlbuquerqueDidn't do much for my short hair. All it was was to leave a white residue on my hair, just as I had dandruff. The unsure thing came back!4Jane's teacher from St.
Louis MOI has short fine hair that is not thick. It's hard to find a product that doesn't weigh down my hair. It works for me! Packaging is not as shown ... ... 4Beauty Product Junkie from Detroit, MiI love this product and has been using it for years, so was excited to see packaging that seems to be easier to use and allow
you to get the whole product out. I ordered it specifically for packaging because the price is actually cheaper elsewhere. However, when it arrived, it was the same old tube, not the packaging shown in the picture. Very disappointing ... Hidden Gem5Sarah from KentuckyAquage is not a well-known brand, but it is the best
hair paste I have ever used. It can be used to smooth or shape. The texture is amazing and does not make your hair look greasy. I like it! Undid My Style and made it Flop1Oldie but Goldie from TexasUnsuccessfully I have tried this every way you can... a little, a lot, rubbed it vigorously in my hands, gently rubbed it with
your fingers, it does not matter. When piecing my short blown dry and curled-styled hair, it pulls out the style and makes my hair flop. It's like I took my finger and stroked sticky water on my hair to undo my style and then have lifeless hair. My daughter bought this at a hair salon, but gave it to me because she said she
didn't know it and couldn't use it. I don't and can't either. I have no idea how reviewers love this horrible stuff. I'd give it less than one star if I could. Great hair product!5Donnalee from SaginawEasy exercise, my hair stays styled all dayToo greasy man2Babs from TexasIt doesn't add texture to your hair, but no matter how
little I used, my thin, fine hair is still looking greasy and messy until the end of the day. I would give a lite version of this try but can't find it in stock anywhere. It is returned. Love This Stuff5Mary from Wichita Falls, TxI love this product! I have short, thick, of course hair. This product gives my hair a messy, detached and
piecy look. It lasts all day and does not leave the hair feeling dirty. A little goes a long way, and if it feels too thick a drop of water in your palm works well too. It's a lot of stock, so the hardest thing is finding it. I would like to buy this product5Marie from Summerville SCTakes very little, rub your hands together, then even
together to Then watch the magic start! When you learn how to use this product, you I like it. My beautician doesn't like it she likes other products that I've tried that I find greasy. If you feel heavy you're using too much to start a small, movie star scores with your fingertips! My new favorite hair product.5Lor from Fairless



Hills, PA. I style and sculpt my hair effortlessly and it's there all day. Best its Kind5Walker from chicagoI've been using this for years for my very short curly staightened hair. This gives a great texturizing hold. I prefer a short spikey texture like Halle Berry in short styles. My salon used to make this product, which they
always update and remove products from the shelf. Too bad... this one will never leave ... because they have found nothing that works better. Thanks ULTA for continuing to take it! Nothing else performs and stays all day. Great Product and Buy Again!5Ken from De pere WIThis is the best style product that I have found
since Graham Webb stopped making the Brit Style Paste that I used! I tried a lot and everyone was not very good, now I have this! Rive has been using this for years, apart from my hair length5Betty from TucsonI love this non greasy texture cream. Rub a small amount between your hands and apply all or where you
want more texture. It is clean and does not leave the hair sticky. My hairdresser turned me to this many years ago. I'm so glad I can still get it. I have and this, but this product again5gigi from texasHave uses this product for a long time and highly recommend toBest product ever5Suzyq63 from Augusta, GAI has short
hair. I use dab to sculpt and control. Sometimes I use spray to hold all day. Feels good and makes it look like I get tons of hair. Great Product!5Linda Splenda from JamestownLove this product. I have short, fine hair and it's one of my go-to products. Well worth the cost. Yes5Jojo from College Station txWet looksBuy
again5Shar from South DakotaUse dailyGreat Product5FashionLover 79 from Tyler, TXLove this product! It's not sticky and doesn't make my hair hard or crunchy. I have short hair and it's a great product to style it! It!
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